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Secret Warfare or SW is psychological warfare, chemical warfare, biological warfare, administered so there’s little or no 

trail of evidence. Guinea pigs are used to perfect their tactics, train new recruits, and to keep their people busy. I’m such 

a person, even though I keep reporting 9-11, and what really happened (In a Fascist society, it’s hard to get this info out).  

They beat up the brain at nite, with concussions, electroshocks, marinate the brain chemically, keep the target drugged, 

so your brain is like hamburger meat by the time they work you over with psychological warfare. They gas you with 

nerve gas, crazy gas, they use a chemical that gives you the jitters, makes you jumpy, one makes you paranoid. So 

psychological warfare is administered against a tremendously weakened brain. They marinate the brain so you’re half 

there, and operating on a few cylinders. They’ll hit your brain with lasers, so you don’t know what’s what, then harass 

you or stage a hit attempt (they just recently did this at work 8-16-17, after I found out the JFK hit was retaliation for the 

Lincoln assassination). 

Psychological warfare involves terrorism, scare tactics, intimidation, provocations, incitement, pressure cookers, mental 

endurance tests. Psychological warfare involves classical conditioning to establish a secret dialogue, so they could 

secretly communicate bad things to the target “I’m gonna make you homeless! I’m gonna wipe out your van! I’m gonna 

get you fired!”, without actually saying so.  

They use MK Ultra for mind control, hypnotism, you name it, they do it all. They could shut you off like a lite switch, so 

their crew could get in and work on you, like in National Geographic “okay, we got im pumped up with drugs” “okay we 

yanked his leg out of the socket, it’s safe to attack with psy war now”. They shut your brain down with severe sleep 

deprivation (use MK Ultra to keep you pumped with Nodoze), or do the reverse, put your writing abilities to sleep with 

Ambien. They also use HI energy lasers to affect mental functions.  

Consequently they’ve developed a top secret operation The Guillotine, which they use to drive targets nuts, or induce 

mental retardation, mental problems, turn you into a special needs student (like Forrest Gump, who met all these high 

profile people, in his past). They eliminate targets this way, have them incarcerated, or stage hit attempts once they 

induce this state of mind “ok he’s a dummy, hit Im! He should be easy to provoke”. They also torture targets to terrorize 

and punish their behavior, for example the Strapeedo (a 15th century Inquisition torture tactic, to extract information 

“okay okay! I’ll talk!”), for doing 9-11, like May 2016. 

Targets are few and far between, because of the legal ramifications, and the secret army is limited, so a quarantine is 

required to enslave the target in a virtual prison, and is enforced by a secret army. The secret army employs government 

resources as USPs and RTMs, etc (please read The Shadow Government for definitions on USP usual suspects, RTM road 

trouble makers FTM foot trouble makers). Since the target is enslaved, he has no rights (which means the target can be 

subjected to Medieval tactics), so the Secret Warfare  is at his expense, a loss of Liberty, loss of Pursuit of Happiness. Its 

like genocide “now listen boyz maybe we could work somtin out”, or 3 years in Auschwitz, or in the march on Bataan. 

With the quarantine, its like living on the moon, or in a diabolical hologram “let me out!”. 
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